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New Line of Oil Bar and Spigots
FLO Components is now offering Lincoln’s

• New Line of Power Cord and
Light Reels

recently introduced Model 84951 Metal Oil Bar
with a three-spigot capacity. New locking and
non-locking Spigot variations are available to
fit the unit.
The Metal Oil Bar features a modular design
constructed entirely of steel and a 2.9-gallon
removable reservoir. Hole knockouts for 812
inline digital meters are provided.
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Lincoln’s locking and non-locking Spigots have
3/4-inch NPT outside threads and 1/2-inch NPT
inside threads and a pressure rating of 750 psi. Their wetted
components are steel, aluminum and nitrile rubber for compatibility
with hydraulic and other medium-viscosity oils up to SAE 90.
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New Line of Power Cord and Light Reels
FLO Components is offering the new Lincoln
line of Power Cord and Light Reels. The new
reels are designed for light-, medium- and
heavy-duty applications in home, vehicle
maintenance and factory environments.
The Light-Duty Reels are ideal for home and
small vehicle service shops. They feature a
steel housing and 30-foot SJTOW cold
weather compatible cord that is grease, oil
and water resistant. The reels are available
with fluorescent light or triple tap extensions
and offer an adjustable cord stop with anti-kink cord spring. The LightDuty Reels may be mounted on the wall or ceiling.
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Developed for vehicle maintenance and industrial environments, the
Medium-Duty Reels feature a durable, flame-resistant ABS housing and
50-foot SJTOW cold weather compatible cord that is grease, oil and
water resistant. These reels are available with LED, fluorescent light or
triple tap extensions and offer an adjustable cord stop with anti-kink
cord spring. The Medium-Duty Reels may be mounted on the wall,
ceiling or bench with three fixed-angle position steel mounting brackets.
Lincoln’s Heavy-Duty Reels are ideal for vehicle maintenance and
industrial environments. Available with fluorescent light, with or without
power tap, single outlets or dual GFCI outlets, these reels offer a cold
weather compatible cord that is grease, oil and water resistant. The
cord is spring retractable with a latch and has an adjustable cord stop.
The Heavy-Duty Reels may be wall-, ceiling- or bench-mounted.

About FLO Components Ltd.
For over thirty years, leading
manufacturing companies in a wide
range of industries have depended upon
FLO Components' turnkey lubrication
"Solutions" to reduce unscheduled
downtime and improve productivity. In
addition to customized systems,
equipment & lubricants, FLO
Components' “Solutions” include system
design, scheduled on-site maintenance
plans, personnel training lubrication
audits, in-house and on-site service and on-site installation.
For more information on FLO’s systems or any of our Lincoln or other
brand products offerings, please contact our Customer Service
Department TOLL free at (800)668-5458, locally at (905)671-2355 or
visit our web site at www.flocomponents.com.
If you prefer not to receive future e-Newsletters, please e-mail us to unsubscribe.
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